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SJSU can endure quake
Professor says most campus structures are safe
By Sam White
As surprising as it may seem, most of the buildings at
SJSU could brave an earthquake of moderate strength
with little or no damage, according to Theodore Zsutty,
SJSU civil engineering professor.
With the exceptions of Tower Hall, the Old Science
Building and Dwight Bente! Hall, the campus is earthquake safe, Zsutty said. He said a great majority of the
buildings were constructed in the late 1950s when campus
structures were being erected with earthquake awareness and preparation included in the planning stages.
Zsutty, who is also former chairman of the State Seismology Committee for Structural Engineers, said that the
biggest danger would be falling fixtures and spillage of
chemicals in the various science labs on campus. Structural collapse is highly improbable, he said.
Zsutty said the design and layout of the campus buildings would actually work as an advantage in the event of a
quake. "The dull and uninteresting architecture here is
somewhat of a blessing in disguise," he said. "The cam-

pus basically consists of plain, short buildings, so there
wouldn’t be any worry of tall structures collapsing," he
added.
Zsutty explained that those buildings on campus
which do not meet earthquake safety standards as prescribed by the state could easily be brought up to standard by renovation. "Walls reinforced with steel beams is
all that is really needed," he said.
To tear down those buildings and construct new ones
would cost five times as much as their present real estate
value, according to Zsutty. "It would be easier and less
costly just to repair the old ones," he said.
Based on records of past earthquake activity in the
Santa Clara Valley, a 50-50 chance exists of an earthquake
of moderate strength occurring within the next 20 years,
Zsutty said.
Since a moderate quake is one that registers between
6.0 and 7.0 on the Richter scale, Zsutty said, "It’ll take a
real chimney-cracker to wreck this school."

Group supports porn ban

Karen Kelso
Rock stars Greg Kihn, above, and Huey Lewis will bring their music, energy, and distinctive styles to SJSU on Feb. 20 and Feb. 26.

Big names come to town
By Craig Carter
Why are Greg Kihn and Huey Lewis and the News
playing SJSU just two days apart?
Greg Kihn will play Morris Dailey Auditorium Feb.
24 and Huey Lewis will headline a "Trash the Ballroom"
dance Feb. 26. These two shows are the only big-name
rock acts the Associated Students program board has
planned so far for this semester, yet they both are
scheduled for the same week.
The Huey Lewis show has been in the planning stage
or months and was confirmed before Kihn’s show was
planned.
Subsequently, Kihn told the board he could play only
Feb. 24. The board decided to okay the deal because
they felt it was better to schedule Kihn for the same
week as Lewis than lose Kihn all together.
The board had originally hoped to schedule the Kihn
concert for March.
Both Gibson and represenatatives of both bands
said they are not worried that the close scheduling of the
concerts will slow ticket sales.
Both shows will have closed-campus advertising,
which means that there will be no publicity outside of
SJSU. This reduces the potential market from the entire
South Bay to 25,000 students.
The bands expect to make less money than they do
at club dates. hut their representatives said the hands

like to play college campuses.
The program board faces little financial risk.
Board members plan to lose from $1,000 to $2,000 on
the Huey Lewis concert, because tickets will only cost $4
to students. Normally, tickets for such a dance/concert
would cost $6 to $8.
The board chose to charge less as "a nice gesture to
the students," according to Dan Ross, program board
director.
The Lewis show is the first dance concert to be
staged in the ballroom in over a year. Modern dancing
was banned last spring because it caused the floor to vibrate, and officials feared it might collapse.
The floor was reenforced with steel beams during
the winter break.
Tickets for the Kihn show will cost $6.50, and Gibson
expects a profit.
Even if the show loses money, Gibson said, it
wouldn’t cost the board any more than $100, because the
board is not putting any money up front for the Kihn
show. The board is simply providing the facility and taking 15 percent of the gross.
For most shows, the board pays the artist an agreed
fee and then takes its profit from ticket sales.
The board is attempting to put together at least one
more rock show this semester.
Aside from the free noon shows, the board normally
offers two or three rock concerts each term

By Karen Sorensen
The two women leading the light
to ban "pornographic" magazines
from the Spartan Bookstore said
Monday that they are not the only
ones objecting to the magazines.
Karen Hester, a coordinator of
the Women’s Center, said she and
Leslie Schneider, a center volunteer, presented bookstore managers
with a 49-signature petition urging
the removal of certain magazines.
Hester also said that no one was
forced to remove the magazines.
Bookstore management merely listened to the "community," and decided on their own to remove magazines such as Oui, Couples,
Response and Forum, she said.
Hester and Schneider have also
met with Spartan Daily editor Dan
Nakaso and editorial page editor
Julie Bonds about a recent Daily editorial that criticized the women’s
actions.
Hester said she was angry because the Women’s Center had been
referred to as a "quasi -official
group" in the editorial. The center is
an official group which recieves
funding through the Associated Students, she said.
The women were also angered
by the sentence, "The magazines, as
well as Hester and Schneider, have
their place at SJSU. Hester and

Schneider belong in the Women’s
Center and the magazines belong on
the shelves."
Schneider said she thought the
statement was implying that,
"women have their place and it’s
not to be outspoken in society.
That’s the job for men to do."
Nakaso said he stood by the editorial.
The main point, he said, was
that the paper did not think the
women had the right to request that
pornographic magazines be removed from the bookstore.
"The market will decide what is
salable or profitable." Nakaso said.
"Anyone has the right to sell anything they want to."
Nakaso also said he does not believe that 49 signatures represent
the whole of faculty and students at
SJSU.
"I defy you to define the community standards of pornography,"
he said.
The women argued that the
store already had a policy which
would exclude certain publications
from the shelves. The manager does
not have time to go through the magazines all the time, Hester said. She
and Schneider simply pointed out
publications which fell under the
policy, she said.
"We didn’t pressure them,"

Nominations for trustee sought
By Rochelle Fortier
Nominations for a faculty member to sit on the California State University board of trustees will be accepted by the CSU state academic
senate until Feb. 18.
A letter announcing the faculty
opening was sent to all SJSU school
deans, departments and full-time
faculty by Theodore Norton, chairman of the SJSU academic senate.
For the faculty, the new seat
means that they are now recognized
by the board, Norton said. Previously, faculty members were not always allowed to speak to the board

and could not attend meetings
where the public is excluded, he
said.
Students and alumni are already represented by trustees, who
has a two-year term.
The board of trustees develop
system -wide policy for the I9-campus CSU system. The board is made
up of trustees who are appointed by
the governor for eight -year terms.
The CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds is the board’s chief executive
officer.
The CSU state academic senate
is made up of elected representa-

Modern dancers, exotic music come to SJSU
By Jan Field
The 100-plus people who came to see Nancy Karp and Dane
era perform with the SJSU Gamelan Si Betty Ensemble Friday
night in the SJSU Music Concert Hall received close to two
hours of excellent metallic percussion music accompanied with
strict geometric dance patterns.
Friday’s performance opened with "Fanfare." an instrumental work with a repetitive base figure with different layers
of melodic lines on top. The 10 piece SJSU Gamelan ensamble
created a lively metallic sound picture despite the repetitive
rythm figures.
"River Canon" introduced the dancers, who entered from
opposite wings of the stage. Including Nancy Karp, the Oakland
based dance company appeared with seven dancers. The dance

Schneider said. "We just went in
and said how we felt."
The fact that SJSU is a university should be considered, Schneider
said.
"Does this tthe magazines)
really benefit higher education?"
she said.
There are not that many stores
in the area where school books can
be bought, she said, but there are
many places to buy pornographic
material.
"Taking the magazines out of
the bookstore is not eliminating anybody’s right to buy them," Schneider said. "It’s just saying that in an
institution of higher education, certain guidelines should be taken into
consideration."
Nakaso said there are many
publications he does not like to read,
but questioned the removal of
material.
"Who is to say what’s allowed?"
he said. "That’s scarier to us than
anything."
The Women’s Center is mainly
against violence portrayed against
women, Hester said. She and
Schneider plan to suggest that the
bookstore carry several sex magazines which they find unoffensive,
she said.
"People need ways to express
their sexuality," she said.

model involved sharply defined patterns, mostly walking and
stopping variations.
This was followed by "Music with Repetition," an instrumental piece with a constant underlaying beat and rhythm patterns that are repeated in different tempos on top.
"Reminiscence" starts out with one dancer walking and
turning in right angles.This is being matched by opposite
movements from dancer entering from other side. Two instruments are used in this piece, a gong and a slentem. Two more
dancers entered and the four dancers merged into a rotating
line. Their movement included foot stomping that became part
of the rhythm pattern.
The relatively simple rhythm model blends in perfectly

with the geometric dance movements to a floating stage presence.
The three performed dances were written and choreographed by Nancy Karp whJ also wrote all the music.
"Music for a Small Gamelan." was a quiet, slow -moving in.
strumental piece, was followed by "Running Dance." This
piece is for four dancers and full American Gamelan.
This piece used the whole stage in spacious figures with
accordingly paced music. The dancers were dressed in white
with different colored sweatshirts tied around their waist. The
circular walking patterns the piece opened with were repeated
in the end, and created a distinct feeling of passing time.
Associated Students funded the free show, which collided
with the opening of "A Streetcar Named Desire."

lives tram the laculty at each campus. The senate recommends academic policy to the board of trustees
through the chancellor.
Faculty interested in a nomination by petition can get one from
their school dean’s office. Nominations can also be made by a majority vote of a department, without
a petition. Candidates must be a teaching faculty member and tenured.
They must not hold any administration position higher than department chair.
If the trustee is chosen from
SJSU, then that person would probably teach a partial load, Norton said.
All nominations will be forwarded to the state academic senate, who will vote on them. The senate will then forward a list of two or
more names to the governor, who
will make the appointment.

Weather
The National Weather Service says SJSU students can ex
pect mostly cloudy weather with
a chance of rain by late at
ternoon. Today’s highs will be in
the low So’s, lows in the 50’s
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EDITORIAL

Weekly’s input vital for SJSU
Independent Weekly, the only.
The
on
this
newspaper
alternative
this
shut down
campus,
may
semester because of a lack of funds. Spartan
Shops is presently considering funding the
Weekly, which is encouraging. The Weekly is
important to this campus and should not die.
First of all, it is important for the contribution it makes toward supplying SJSU
students, faculty, and staff with basic information.
A college campus is a community all its
own. It has its own bureaucracy, it provides
its own services, and it encourages both
growth and stagnation, as does any other
community.
Yet many campuses have only one voice
reporting and commenting on news in that
community. The Weekly is a second voice on
our campus. It balances, expounds, and
continents on the the Spartan Daily.
!laving two voices on campus puts us
ahead of other campuses and communities in
a couple of important ways.
First of all, it means that there will not
be a monopoly of news. If the Daily fails to
cover some aspect of the news, or covers it
unfarily, the Weekly will fill the gap.
Secondly, having two papers means that
there Will be more news available to the

readers.
Over the years, those two voices have
often disagreed. Not only has the Weekly
interpreted events differently than the Daily,
but because they are a weekly newspaper.
they are able to take more time on many
more stories and can write in a more in-depth
manner.
Finally, there is an issue of freedom.
Even though the journalism department of
SJSU is not a totalitarian regime, there is no
disputing the fact that the Weekly has more
freedom than the Daily. Freedom does not in
itself ensure a better product, but it does
ensure that all sides of an issue can, and most
often times is, covered.
The Independent Weekly is seeking
$5,000. They requested it from Spartan Shops
in Decembr and the final decision will be
made on Feb. IN.
non-profit
Shops
is
a
Spartan
organization on campus, which runs, among
other things, the Spartan Bookstore and the
Any profits made by them, beyond
Pub.
operating costs, must be chanelled back into
the university in some ways.
PROSPERITY

The funding of the Weekly by Spartan
Shops is an appropriate way of giving money
back to the university. It would be in the best
interest of everyone at SJSU.
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In my opinion . . .

’Punk stereotype is out of date’ Tenure criteria inappropriate
1.ing brats in
Low quality music performed h)
outrageous costumes seems to be the general idea most
people have of punk rock. Today, however, punk rock
has lost its original connotations and is merely a term
describing fresh, somewhat innovative and original
trends in contemporary rock music
The term punk rock has existed since the late sixties. The two words punk and rock were initially combined to describe the music of MC 5. iggy Pop end the

By Jan Field
Staff Writer

Tooges and other bands. These bands had a minimalist
attitude towards rock and roll, meaning they sought a
raw type of rock without gadgetry.
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, punk is defined as worthless
stuff. rubbish. According to the same dictionary, rock is
defined as a highly rhythmic popular music for dancing.
When the two words are combined the meaning is apparant : a derogatory remark describing the music.
In the seventies, music critics brought the punk rock
term back into use.
The term was used to describe the music of the Sex
Pistols, Clash, Damned and other bands that emerged in
the English music scene.
This, however, represented more than just a music
trend. It represented a whole attitude. The attitude was
hostility towards society; and the following of these
bands were mostly unemployed working class teenagers
in London and the heavily industrialized northern
English cities.
Punk rock encompassed raw, simplistic rock,

TALKMAN.

prm mat vi.i
general host ilitv toe ands society arid a
dress style.
In terms of fashion, dressing punk rock style meant
safety pins as jewelery, leather jackets and worn out
jeans. In addition, make-up for both genders was a must.
Punk rock had become a movement, a subculture
that was both very audible and visible beyond the
English borders.

By George M. Sicular
During the past few weeks there has been much
discussion over the decision by authorities of the
University to deny tenure to Professor Henry Prager,
administration of justice. It appears that the denial
was based upon insufficient "scholarly activity." This
criterion. "scholarly activity," has been the torpedo
that has sunk many an aspiring academic at most
universities. Regardless of the assigned mission
(determined by legislatures or boards of trustees), it is
virtually impossible to receive tenure and promotion
now without engaging in research and publishing the
results of that research. Exceptions have been made to
this rule in disciplines where it is difficult to hire
faculty. We have also departed from this policy when
we have been unwilling or unable to pay the going
salaries for first class researchers.
At San Jose State we recognize that the quality of
teaching is very important. Most RTP committees
treat it as an important criterion in evaluating candidates for tenure and or promotion. However, good
teaching is not sufficient by itself, to achieve tenure or
promotion. We are, as an institution, very concerned
about our image in the academic world. We are not
satisfied that our graduates perform well after entering the world of government, industry and commerce. We must also be recognized by our peers on the
faculties of other universities as being their equals not
only in teaching, but also in research.
Whether we are actually as good at research as
Professors at Stanford or at Berkeley is beside the
point. We must be striving lobe as good.
Berkeley and Stanford have different objectives
than San Jose State and behave accordingly. At those
institutions the faculty teaches are a two courses per
semester, has doctoral candidates to perform much of
the basic work in research, has considerable support in
seeking and obtaining research grants and is granted
sabbatical leaves of are semester every 3 and one-half
years or two semesters every seven years.
At San Jose State we tech four courses, have no
doctoral candidates to help us and may if lucky, be
granted sabbatical leave twice in a 30-year career.
Despite the handicaps a number of faculty here have

Nevertheless, nowadays almost all new performers
who do not fit any other musical category are labeled
punk rock by the music press.
For example, although Talking Heads music is very
much inspired by soul and traditional African music,
and is far from the raw, primitive punk rock, the band
was labeled punk rock by the critics.
Dave Edmunds and Nick Lowe both play traditional
rythmn and blues. But they were new to the music scene
and hence they played punk rock according to critics.
Recent examples are the bubblegum pop of the Go
Go s, the Stray Cats’ rockabilly and the Beat’s ska,
reggea rhythms are all referred to as punk rock.
This music and general attitude has very little to do
with antagonism towards society, raw and brutal music
or provocative fashions. Different than mainstream
rock and roll, but hardly punk rock..
Emerging into the eighties, the political message
disappeared, the raw minimalist musical attitude
changed place with technology and the electronic instruments and punk rock fashion eased into the designer
world.
The term punk rock has hardly anything to do with
raw, minimalist rock anymore.
Every musical classification is tagged with the term
these days; country and punk, funk punk, soul punk,
punkabilly and electronic punk.
Neither does the term necessarily imply a radical
political attitude.
Today, getting the newest beat is more important
than preaching anarchy in the United Kingdom.
All signed articles on this page are the personal
opinions of the writers.

performed outstanding research. It is important to
note that this performance has been in spite of the
structure rather than because of it.
It is my belief that the criteria for tenure and
promotion lay too great emphasis upon performance of
research and publication are unimportant, but because
this emphasis results in faculties that tend to be
identical. Like soldiers, we all have the same training
and objectives. This can result in faculties totally
lacking in diversity.
In the 29 years I have been at San Jose State, I have
seen many faculty members dismissed or not
promotes who have performed well in the classroom
and been liked by both students and colleagues. They
had not published or did not have the final degree in
their disciplines. In Engineering, Professor Donnelly,
former head of Natural Science, was an excellent
teacher and was recognized nationally. He was passed
over for promotion because he had not earned the
Ph.D. He quit in disgust. Prof. Fisher built up a good
program in environmental engineering but was
denited tenure. I can cite numerous similar examples.
We should have people on a faculty who are diverse
enough to provide students with the breadth as well as
the depth in the field. In engineering, designers usually
do not seek the doctoral degree because of their
creativity is of a different nature. Similarly production
and construction people are innovators in efficient
methods but don’t do research in the usual way. Our
criteria prevent us from hiring and tenuring very
capable people in those areas. Extending this line of
reasoning to the business school, it is clear that the
most successful business people would never qualify
for tenure in our school of business.
I believe that we. the faculty, must live our lives as
students because we must know what is current in the
field. We must also bring this information into the
classroom but it is not necessary for all of us to be
researchers and publishers in order to serve our
students properly.
George Sicular is a professor of civil engineering
at SJSU, and campus president of United Professors of
California.

Have you had any problems with the financial aid system?
Asked in front of the Student Union

1
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Yes.
I didn’t apply
early enough so they
delayed my financial aid
for three months. There’s
too much bureaucratic red
tape. I think they need to
simplify the applications.
Marshall Jones
Creative Arts
senior

No, as long as I turn the
application in on time. It’s
great as far as I’m concerned. I think everyone
should apply that needs to.
The money is there. It’s
free.
Elda Carmona
liberal Studies
senior

No. I wait until the
lines go down and then I get
my check. It’s a hassle
filling out the forms,
though
Sharon arrgiural
Human "erformance
junior

Yes, in the beginning
there was. They weren’t
sure whether or not I was
qualified. They kept sending request after request
and I really was getting
tired of it
Ruben Iniguer.
Mechanical Engineering
sophomore

No. They’re right on
schedule. When they say
the money is going to be
disbursed, it’s disbursed. I
don’t have any complaints.
Damon Mcvea
Undeclared
freshman
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Frank Peluso has been teaching for 34
years, 24 of those years at San Jose State
University. He is a two-time Chairman of
the department of secondary education.
Peluso spoke with Spartan Daily
reporter Keith Hodgin about his views on
educational standards.
Q: There is a growing trend in
california for stricter education stan(lards. Do you think there is a need for
stricter education standards?
A: Oh yes, were never good enough -so why not? I don’t know what they mean
by stricter. It would seem to me really that
t here are enough laws on the books now
that if certain people wanted to screen
teachers -- we do have a surplus -- you
could hire those teachers that are the best
t )1 the lot We do have tenure laws which

indicate that you can get rid of incompeta nt teachers if you so desire.
Q: Some critics of the education
system have proposed year-round schools.
six days-a -week schools or eight to ten
hour days, what are your feelings on those
proposals?
A: The year-round school is an old
idea, it’s been used in this county, I don’t
know if it was in Berressa or Milpitas -up in that area -- they used it eight, ten 12
years ago and they found that in our
society it doesn’t work very well. The
month’s of June, July or August are still
vacation months for many families’
parents. It seems like a good idea, but
really the families involved usually don’t
want it.
17: What about the eight to le hour

*ton Hasular
day?
A: It’s been my experience that the
public thinks that teachers have a short
day because they get to work about eight
and they leave about three. Most studies
show and the last one I heard of may have
been two years ago, that the teachers’
average work week is about 47 hours, 50
hours is not out of the question, because
they do take their work home, they are
grading papers, they are planning, it’s not
all done in the classroom in that five hours
that they’re in a class with the boys and
girls. I would not personally be opposed
and I suggest this just to generate a little
thinking and talking in a class this morning -- that I would not be opposed to
trying an eight to five workday for
teachers. in which students would be on
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Q: flow much faith do you have in the
test then?
A:Well, I think they are going to have
to refine it. I kind of wonder if a person
who is going to be an english teacher
necessarily had to pass the math -- the
computation part of that test -- in order to
be a good teacher in grammar and composition and literature and so on, which is
what we need. I think they’ll refine it quite
a bit.
Q: What about low teacher pay, vas
we ever turn that around?
A:Schools are pretty much a reflection
of the society in which they are a part
that’s a fact. If we don’t hold education in
high regard, if we don’t hold teachers III
high regard, then we’re just going to go on.
It’s difficult now because more of our
people have sent their children to the
private schools, to religious schools, and so
they’re certainly not going to be voting to
raise taxes for the public schools when in a
sense they say they are double taxed
That’s why Reagan is now kind of fussing
from time to time. You can hear it come
up. He wants to give them credit for the
tuition that they pay sending their children
to private schools in K through 12, and so
we’ve had this happen in recent times. The
private schools have grown but it’s
because we’ve been permissive, the drug
scene and the violence on campus, and
they have sent them to those places where
there is a better environment for their
children. We also expelled God as Reagan
said we expelled God from the public
schools. I don’t know if we ever did that.
Maybe we should have, but I don’t know if
we did. Did you hear him say it? He
wondered when God had been expelled
from the schools and schools are anti religion. Schools are not anti -religion or
anti -prayer, or anything of the sort. You
pray if you want to but that’s your
business. It’s what our society really
stands for -- you go to church or don’t go
to church, you belong to another religion or
don’t. That’s kind of up to you. And we do
have to some degree at least a separation
of church and state.
That’s the real purpose of the
public schools -- to kind of perpetuate and
improve this American way of life which
most of us think is pretty good with all its
faults.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

STAFF BOX

Spartan Daily

the campus from eight to three, and three
at oclock we would send them all home and
for the next two hours the teachers would
be on campus without interuption from
boys and girls, and I hate to use the word
interuption, so at that point they would be
developing curriculum, having their
committee meeting, evaluating textbooks,
planning for next weeks and tomorrow’s
lessons, things of that sort. In other wods,
six hours of teachings, and two hours for
planning kind of think- and eight hour day.
Then I would want them to close the
classroom, and go out and do things that
other people do.
Q: A recent headline on the front page
of the San Jose Mercury read, ’38 percent
flunk skills test for new teachers,’ what
was your reaction when that story hit the
papers?
A: Well, my reaction was not one of
surprise -- I like to be positive and say 62
percent passed it; I think that would be a
little better--I was more looking into the
paper as to who they were saying and at
first glance it would appear that of all the
teachers who took this test, only 62 percent
passed it; when we don’t know who took
it; --there may have been a lot of college
juniors that took it to find out whether or
not they wanted to continue on--I don’t
know; these were not teachers, these were
people who wanted to be teachers. I guess
the other thing to be said here is I would
imagine that a great number of these
people were college graduates who really
never had much in the way of professional
preparation--education courses, so we
might say that they just weren’t teachers,
they were college graduated: so in essence
we’re graduating people in social science,
in philodophy, anthropology, math,
science--people who can’t well and so on;
so to a degree we can blame that on the
public schools and the colleges as well. We
have not been doing a good job. In recent
years we don’t require as many research
papers. Once you get out of those initial
composition courses, you’re not doing
many of these things. We know that our
grades have been inflated, and we have
also, I think, dropped our standards a bit
because even at the college level we were
trying to be everything to everybody.
Q: Do you think the people who
flunked the test would not be as good a
teacher as the ones who passed it?
A:Not necessarily. I don’t think it
really measures that.

Rec Center a
’white elephant’
Editor:
On Feb. 10, the Spartan
Daily printed yet another
article on the proposed Rec
Center, this one reporting
that plans to include a
swimming pool in the
facility have been abandoned. This news came as
no surprise to me or anyone
who voted against the
center when it was first
proposed; we recognized a
swindle when we saw one
but unfortunately must
now subsidize that scam.
A majority of voters,
though, had the numerical
strength to have the
initiative approved. Certainly they, blind believers
of fairy tales, lured by
promises of everythingunder-the-sun recreational
facilities, must now admit
that they were pledged a

gold mine but given the
shaft. I do not know how
many of them envision the
Rec Center with same
enthusiasm as they once
showed, but I suspect that
now they only number two
or three.
The issue of the Rec
Center must be recognized
by all to be a white
elephant that must be
abrogated. Those who
approved the center with
their vote should not be
surprised by further cuts in
the number of facilities
they were promised. Those
of us who voted against the
center and who now hide a
sarcastic smirk of ’I told
you so’ should not be made
to continue to throw money
at an impending fiasco.
We must all stop the
Rec Center now.
David Ilawkyard
Political Science
senior

Dump gambling
for dorm rooms
Editor:
I think the housing
office should reconsider its
new central policy. No one
said life was fair, but new
dorm residents should hay
e a better chance of getting
a room than by gambling
with their future housing.
This is my second
semester as a resident of
Hoover Hall and I’m living
in a dorm now because I
applied early and paid my
fee on time.
I did not have to play
poker with the housing
director, dean of student
servics and CSU Chancellor.
It’s bad enough when
some students in impacted
majors have to throw the
dice when reserving their
classes, but to join a lottery
to get a foot over your head

is outlandish!
Bill McKendall should
pull his head out of the sand
and see that just because
the UC schools and Long
Beach play lottereis,
doesn’t mean that SJSU
should too. Some of my
friends will be transferring
to San Jose State to live in
the dorms and if they must
gamble to get a space, they
might as well just move to
Las Vegas.
Aaron Crowe
Journalism
freshman

All letters must bear
the
writer’s
name.
signature, major, phone
number and class standing.
The phone number is for
verification purposes, and
will not be printed. The
opinions in letters are those
of the writers, and do not
necessarily represent those
of the Spartan Daily.
Letters
can
be
delivered to the Daily.
upstairs in Dwight Bental
Hall, or to the information
center on the first floor of
the Student Union.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN&COUNTRY VILLAGE

OPEN F VES&WEEE EN DS 2434262
STEVENS CREEK AT WINCHESTER BIND

The discoveries continue . . .

Hughes
Story.
In 1947 a man Ilew the Flying Boat.
"Hercules’
the largest airplane in
the world
The man was Howard Robard Hughes
His ingenious ideas and explorations
brought new discoveries in
aerodynamics. communications.
avionics electronics
And the early years of Hughes Aircraft
Company

Today, Hughes
no longer builds
airplanes but the discoveries
and exploration of ideas continue

The company’s long history of
technological firsts, including the first
working laser, first 3-0 radar, and first
synchronouS-orbit spacecraft. position
Hughes as a world leader in today’s
electronics industry Company -wide
opportunities
Electrical. Mechanical, Manufacturing
or Industrial Engineering Materials
Computer Science Physics
Industrial/Electronic Technology
Requirements may vary Check with
your placement office for more details
Find out how you can be part of the
continuing Hughes Story in twelve
Southern California locations and
Tucson, Arizona

Hughes Story Write yourself in
Hughes Corporate College Relations
Dept NC. Bldg C2/11711
P.O. Boa 1042
El Segundo. CA 90245

Hughes representatives
will be on campus February 25
(See your placement office for an
appointment I
Equal Opportunity Employe,
U S Caltensfup Required
&IMMO new

world soh

dettroflirf

Write yourself in, !HUGHES
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Steve Stanfield
Perez, a 126-pounder, was one of seven victorious wrestlers. The Spartans are currently ranked 17th in the nation.

SJSU’s Albert Perez was on top of the situation at Friday’s match again st Stanford, beating the Cardinal wrestlers 33-9.

Limping Lady Spartans take fall

Spartans bury Stanford 33-9;
Grapplers win 7 of 10 matches
heavyweight had an affect," Kerr said. "I think he took it
easy on the guy.
"Sometimes I think there is a point where you don’t
want to look like a bully."
Kerr said that Morrison got behind in the first round,
dominated the second but couldn’t score any points.
Morrison also controlled the third round hut was unable to
overcome the point difference established in the first
round.
San Luis Obispo
The Spartans host the Cal Poly
grapplers Wednesday in the Men’s Gym.
The loth ranked Cal Poly team has always been a big
rival for the Spartans, and this promises to be an intense
meet.
The Spartans are looking for their 20th win of the dual
meet season, but Kerr emphasizes a different point.
"It’s not our 20th win," he said, "it’s a win over Cal
Poly. That’s what it comes down to.
"There’s a big rivalry there," he added. "For the
program’s sake and for recruiting sake, we would like to
do well against them. It should be a very intense meet."

By Mike McGuire
The Spartan wrestling team bounced back Irom a
disappointing loss to Bakersfield State by thumping the
Stanford Cardinal wrestlers 33-9 Friday.
The Spartans took seven-of-10, winning the first six
matches of the evening.
Sophomore Dave Ciprian ( 118 pounds) started the
evening off by pinning Bert Fukunaga 2:09 into the first
round. Senior John Middlestead 147) recorded the other
pin by smothering Jeff Bradley with 4:54 elapsed in the
match.
"I think he ( Ciprian got surprised." said head coach
T.J. Kerr. "I don’t think he got up for the match too much.
The guy went out and took him down, but I think his pride
took over and he came back and pinned him."
Overall. Kerr was pleased with the team effort.
However, he mentioned that a couple of losses were
disappointing.
The Spartans lost three matches. Junior Andy
Tsarnes ( 190) lost to Doug Perkins 8-2.
"He (Perkins) kind of jumped up five points on
the
Andy," Kerr said. "and then he. stalled
.
_ rest
_ _ of the
match out.
"It was a good match," Kerr said. "but when we’re
looking to win the meet, the win is a lot nicer."
Don Knox ( 167) lost a tough match to Tom Mullen, but
Kerr said the freshman is moving along well and only
needs more time to reach his potential.
The other loss came in the heavyweight division when
Jerry Morrison lost to Flint Pulskamp 15-3.
"I think the fact that he was wrestling a very small

By Janet Cassidy
Injuries prevented the Lady Spartans gymnastics
team from beating opponents Oregon and Northern
Colorado at Friday’s meet.
The Lady gymnasts scored a 138.5, placing second to
Northern Colorado’s team score of 162.5. Oregon competed with just two gymnasts, scoring 68.65 and coming in
third.
With three of the Spartan team’s best athletes silting
out with injuries, the team’s overall score suffered a 20point drop from their average 155 points.
Scores for vaulting, uneven parallel bars and floor
exercise events were incomplete.
Laura Donnelly, Sandy Eckert and Lorraine Mackie
will be out the rest of the season, putting a serious dent in

the Lady Spartans’ overall scores, according to coach Lyn
Cross.
However, individual contributors for the Spartans
"had their best meet so far," Cross said. "Everyone
improved their best scores by almost one point," she said.
But because of their lack of strength in numbers, the
Lady gymnasts will travel to Washington State with
doubts of winning Friday’s meet, Cross said.
Washington will compete with a full team, 4-3 on the
season.
Individual victory, rather than team wins. are the
hope of the Lady Spartans.
"At this meet our team members are looking to improve their own scores so that individuals can qualify for
regional meets," Cross said.
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’The Spartaits are cutting baik on.fit-tate
workouts and are trying to stay up for the‘coming matches
and the Pacific Coast Athletic Association finals at the end
of the season.
"We’ve got pretty good intensity," Kerr said. "I’ve
been telling them that for the next three days I’djike to
keep building up our intensity so that we can jump into the
conference with as tough a line-up as possible."
The PCAA finals are scheduled for Feb. 25.

At

Spartans outshoot sluggish 49ers
By Lisa Ewbank
Moving Greg Vinson
from center to forward
Saturday night may not
have been the deciding
factor, but it sure did help,
as the Spartan cagers
broke a Iwo-game losing
streak, beating Long Beach
State 75-62 in front of 1500
fans at Civic Auditorium.
The move, designed by
Spartan coach Bill Berry to
rejuvenate a struggling
defense, was effective, as
Vinson and his fellow
Spartans held the 49ers to a
measly :38.7 shooting
percentage from the field.

Nine
some
sider
inotu

SJSU raised its Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
record 10 6-5. 12-10 overall.
Chris McNealy had his
usual outstanding game,
leading the Spartans with
24 points, nine rebounds
and seven assists. while
Vinson controlled the
boards with II rebounds
and contributed 14 points.
Kevin Rowland had the
hot hand in the first half.
making four -of-five from
the field, and ended up with
19 points on the night.
Both teams were less than-exciting in the first
half, when the Spartans

edged out too 30-26 lead at
the buzzer. A bright spot
for SJSU was its six -ofeight from the free throw
line, where they have been
struggling for the past few
weeks.
Long Beach jumped
out to an early lead, helped
out by Michael Zeno’s two
3-point shots. But the
Spartans, once behind by
five, hit a flurry of shots
and caught up, despite
McNealy’s initial offensive
ineffectiveness. McNealy
hit only three-of-10 in the
first half.
Guard Joedy Gardner

BR

paced the 49ers with 18
points, while Ray Mosby.
and Zeno each had 10.
Turnovers were not a
big problem for the
Spartans, who gave up the
ball 15 times.
Rounding out the
scoring for the Spartans
were Michael Dixon ( nine).
Vic Watson ( four), Bobby
Evans and starting center
Ed Uthoff (two) and Gavin
Copeland (One).
The Spartans will visit
undefeated
PCAA
powerhouse Las Vegas
Friday night
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San Jose’s Moore signs with Spartans
San Jose High School’s
Booker Moore, Central
Coast Section sophomore of
the year and All-CCS his
junior year, signed a letter
of intent Saturday to play

Football at SJSU.
Although injuries kept
him out of five games in the
1982 season, Moore was the
lone star on the Bulldog
squad, playing guar-

terback, running back,
wide receiver and free
safety during his career at
San Jose.
Moore, a friend of
former San Jose teammate

10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNT’
SAN JOSE’S
Art & Graphic
Headquarters
Fine Papers
For Downtown
Fine Art Supplies
& Off Campus
Fine Writing Instruments
Hours: 9-7 M -F
Engineering
10-5 Sat
Supplies
Graphics &
12-5
Sun
Intaglio
Airbrushing
34 W. SANTA CLARA
Framing
(408) 292-6748
Mat & I Board

MOS

malt
sup,
Bey
14 c

Jacques Robinson, now
with Washington, had visits
to other schools, including
Washington and UCLA,
cancelled because of lack
of game films available for
review.
Also a basketball
standout for the Bulldogs.
Moore will get a tryout for
wide receiver and free
safety for the Spartans.

Arne

Freshman forward Diane Augmon conies down with a rebound and a defending UOP player during a contest with the Tigers last
T hut sday ’fight The lady Spartans lost that contest 7874, but returned to action Saturday night and beat FITS110 State 8013

Lady cagers split to stay in race
By Grace Donatelh
Although the Lady
Spartans lost to the
University of the Pacific

COUPONI.

GRANDE PIZZERIA
$2.50 OFF
Any size Special Pizza
With The Works

11

Thursday night, they kept
their chances to reach the
NorPac Tournament alive
by beating Fresno State 8073 Saturday night.
The Spartans walked
onto the court Saturday
ready to make up for their
Pacific loss Thursday.
Both Fresno and SJSU
tired early, and at halftime, retired to the locker

room to recover
Both teams returned to
the court ready for action
with the Spartans ahead 3832. The Bulldogs began
shooting from outside,
increasing their score with
every trip down the court.
As the minutes ticked
away, Fresno edged closer
and closer to the Spartans.
With less than four minutes

and

ONLY $2.00
For A Giant
Pitcher Of Beer

TEER CENTER

Challenging
Volunteer Opportunities
and Internships Available
Throughout the Year

Buy Either One-Good Any Time
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
( By Men’s (;ym)
292-2840
11-11 M -F

441 Sat & Sunday
.COUPON

.Ls.nucu..couniv

244-5252
2131 The Alameda

San ’lose. CA 95126

left, Carena Clay, Fresno’s
leading scorer, averaging
15 points a game, fouled out
with only two points.
The combination of
Diane Augmon’s free
throws, Shelia Brown’s
overall play and Natalie St.
Mary’s rebounds kept the
Spartans in front.
At the final buzzer the
Lady Spartans walked off
the court with a big win and
a last chance at the tourlament.
Thursday night’s game
mded on a sour note as the
igers out -rebounded the
partank 18-8.
Although the rest of the
latistics were fairly even,
ine Spartans lacked intensity and were outplayed defensively.
The Lady Spartans will
visit the Santa Clara
Broncos tonight at 7:30.
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Video singles ’picture’ their perfect dates
what they like to do:’ Potter said. The photographs are
usually polaroid snapshots of members in various activities such as sailing, skiing or maybe playing with their
favorite pet.
A lifetime membership at Great Expectations costs
POO, which entitles a new member to 30 selections of
other singles per year. "After the year is up, it turns into a
’passive membership’. You can be selected, but you can
make no selections yourself," Walsh said. "You can still
use the facilities, go to events and travel. If you want, you
can re-up and buy an additional 30 selections for $300."

By Cheryl Clemmons
It’s Saturday night, date night USA, and you’re sitting
at home in your flannel robe and fuzzy slippers watching
television. Alone.
Well, take heart. The answer to your dilemma may be
Great Expectations, The Bay Area Singles Association, at
2065 Landings Drive, Mountain View.
Great Expectations is a video dating service for professionals that lets you see by video tape which single people are available for relationships.
Richard and Annie Walsh, owners of the Bay area
franchise, met through the Los Angeles office of Great
Expectations six years ago while he was in training to
open the office in Mountain View, and she was a member.

"We don’t like to quote fees so we can be flexible,"
Potter said. "If someone is young, or a college student, we
try to be flexible and come down on the price if we feel
they could really benefit from the service," she said.

"When I bought the franchise," Walsh said, "I had
antasies of meeting lots of different women, and this is a
wonderful way to do that. Then I met Annie." Great Expectations will celebrate its sixth anniversary in the Bay
area on March 1. It currently has 3,000 members locally
and 20,000 nationwide. "Approximately 45 percent of our
members are female, never more, never less," Walsh
said. "Women in Santa Clara Valley are less adventurous
than the men, but the Newport Beach office has nine single women to every man. Isn’t that great?" Walsh said
with a smile.
Walsh said that the typical single person that joins
Great Expectations is "non-macho, educated, liberated,
aggressive and adventurous.
"This service is mainly for professional people.
Ninety-five percent of our members are professional in
some way," Walsh said. "Even college students are considered professional because they have a goal and are
motivated."
"Anybody that is successful is extremely busy with
work or studying, 24 hours a day, seven days a week," he
said. "By using these facilities, they can do in one hour
what it would normally take a year to do. If you see someone on the street you are attracted to, they could be married, gay, bisexual or psychotic."

A five minute video tape interview is made of each
new member by "trained interviewers." The tape aims to
simulate a casual conversation between two friends.
Not all of the tapes come off this casual. The member
is put in front of a tropical backdrop complete with a palm
tree and their name over their left shoulder. Many of
them seem extremely nervous and self-conscious’, and the
tapes are full of nervous laughter between questions.
If someone is not pleased with their tape, a new interview is done immediately. A period of seven days is allowed for retaping. After that, comes the $25 charge for a
new tape. "The first tapes are usually the best," Walsh
said.
The completed video tape and member profile are entered into the new member books for a period 01 30 days to
avoid repetition when members browse through the
books.

Walsh said the service is for singles that are not interested in bars, discos, or churches as outlets for meeting
other singles. "This service is for busy men and women
who are dissatisfied with the quality of people they are
meeting," he said.
There have been 200 marriages among members of
Great Expectations in the six years they have been in the
area, and also some divorces. "Some of the divorced
members," Walsh said, "came back and are using the
service again."
Walsh said that students from SJSU, Stanford University, University of Santa Clara, Foothill College, and De
Anza College, are frequent users of the service. "Most of
the college students," he said, "are women."

Richard Walsh
Next, a "qualification profile" is filled out. This form
is a way of letting the staff at Great Expectations get to
know the prospective member, and he or she expects to
gain from joining.

When members select a person they would like to
meet, the selected person’s name and membership code
is written on an activity sheet, and a postcard is sent. The
selected party comes to the office, views the suitor’s tape
and profile, and then writes "yes" or" no" on the activity
sheet. Responses are not accepted over the telephone. "If
they say no, its a dead issue," Walsh said.
First meetings between members take place at a neutral location. Walsh said there is no chance of meeting a
potentially dangerous person through their dating service.
"I feel I should get an honorary degree in psychology," Walsh said. "I have interviewed over 9,000 people,
and we have never had a problem with members. I really
feel that I know people," he said.
The staff at Great Expectations stressed honesty in
filling out member profiles and in areas such as age,
weight, height and interests.
"Its intimidating to put yourself on television," Walsh
said. "The loser willnot have a good experience here because he or she has set up their lives to be losers," he said.
This dating service also provides a roommate service, an employment and business referral service and additional recreational activities.
"Every Sunday, we have events like river rafting,
biking, volley ball, water skiing, anything that’s fun,"
Walsh said. "Almost 70 percent of our members meet
through video and 30 percent through our events. We also
have two or three large parties every year."

Then they are put into the member profile library.
Everything here is arranged in alphabetical order
according to first names. No last names or addresses are
revealed unless both parties agree to meet.

Walsh calls Great Expectations a "kind of supermarket for business professionals," and said that few people
are ever totally dissatisfied with the service.
"If you want a one-on-one relationship or multi-dating, you get what you want," Walsh said.

Video tapes are viewed in individual booths equipped
with a video tape machine, television, headphones and a
comfortable chair.
"Viewing the tapes and looking through the profiles is

And either sex can ititiate the process."Most women
have to wait for someone to ask them to dance," Walsh
said, "Here, they get the opportunity to ask someone to
dance."

Those interested in joining, then fill out a "member
profile," which is a one page autobiographical information sheet that contains current vital statistics, and
spaces to fill in information such as "What I Like To
Do:’ "Who I Am" and "What I’m, Looking For."

Daily
Classifieds
Daily
Classifieds
Daily
Classifieds
Daily

"The member profile lets you know a lot about a person before you go out with them," said Pat Potter, manager at Great Expectations. "These questions are a good
way to find out what a person is like and if their interests
are compatible with yours.
The profile also includes pictures of members "doing

The first step in becoming a member of Great Expectations is to make an appointment to come in and talk to
one of the membership directors and look around the lavishly decorated, spacious offices. Walsh said that the first
visit usually takes two or three hours.

like opening a box of candy," Walsh said.
The only thing is, you can look but you can’t touch
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Local talent for Disney show scarce
comment
"I think that more people should have
come," said Constance Dixon, a journalism
junior. "If you have the faintest idea you
have some type of talent you should go to
things like this."
Dixon sang a selection from the play "A
Chorus Line."
One of the groups that auditioned were
the Sonic Wavers: dancers Reginald Barbary, 19, who attends Evergreen Valley College: and Eric Barbary and Anthony Russell,
both 16 and students at Independence High
School.
"They were kind of nervous and didn’t

By Carrie Hagen
San Jose area residents, hoping for a
chance to perform on the new Disney program "Up and Coming," auditioned Saturday at the Student Union.
Those who showed up didn’t have much
competition. Only 50 to 60 people showed up.
"Where’s all your talent?" asked producer Ian Bernard. He conducted all of the
California auditions for his show.
Bernard said IOU people auditioned at
(SC. 100 at Cal State Northridge, and about
.I5 at San Francisco State.
When asked about his impression after
the first two hours at SJSU, he answered, "no

know

what to expect," Mary Barbary, assistant manager of Sonic Wavers, said, "but I
think it turned out pretty well."
On the other hand, singer Kenny Ingram,
20, felt "comfortable." Ingram, a performer
at Marriott’s Great America, heard about the
auditions from a friend who attends SJSU. He
plans to pursue a professional career on
Broadway.
"I’ve got my fingers crossed," Ingram
said.
Warren Rivera, a receiving supervisor
for Spartan Shops food service, also had his
crossed,
fingers
but from nerves. He sang
and played the ukelele.
"Right now my fingers
are crossed and I’ve got so
much butterflies in my
stomach," Rivera said
after his audition. "I
couldn’t even strum the instrument right, I was so
nervous."
Bernard said the winners of the audition will be
called early this week.
They will perform on one
episode of the 26-episode
series, which will be filmed
;it SJSU March 5.
The show will be on Disney’s new cable channel in
early May.
Between 10 to 12 acts
will be chosen.

Cars, vanpooling,
presented at fair
By Larry Hooper
In an attempt to dissuade students
from driving alone to SJSU, the office of
traffic and parking operations will sponsor a Transportation Fair Tuesday and
Wednesday in front of the Student Union.
"Even if we can get students to use
some form of alternative transportationbuses, carpools or bikes -only one day a
week, it would significantly reduce the
parking problem we have on campus,"
Commute Coordinator Keith Opalewski
said.
"It would save them money anyway," Opalewski added.
Representatives from County Transit, the parking office and local bike
shops will be at the fair, offering information on the services they provide to
students.
County transit representatives will
hand out schedule information and free
one-way bus passes to familiarize students with the buses, Opalewski said. A
wheelchair-accessible, lift -equipped bus
will also be on display.
"They’ll also be looking for testimonials from regular riders for radio spots
to publicize the system," he added.
Carpool applications will be available from the parking office at the fair.
Applicants will be matched with others
by the parking office.

A preferential permit for three-person carpools will also be available for
$22.50 at the fair. The transferrable permit allows carpoolers to use the Seventh
Street garage through the permit line,
avoiding early morning long lines, Opalewski said.
Even when the garage is closed, he
said, permit holders will have access to
it.
Opalewski said that there are
usually a few spaces left in the garage
even when it is closed.
Rides, Inc. will also be at the fair
with information on carpooling and van pooling, he saipl. Groups of 10 to 15 people
can lease a vah through Rides, Inc. for a
$50 fee per month, Opalewski said.
"For around $50 per month," he
said,"vanpoolers can cover their transportation costs. Rides, Inc. pays for everything-- the insurance, the gas, the
maintenance."
"It’s actually quite a deal," he
added.
The A.S. Bike Shop and other local
bike shops will also be at the fair promoting the use of bicycles for transportation
rather than recreation.
Spartan Shops will be at the fair
renting available bike lockers The lockers rent for $15 per semester including a
85 key deposit

Future looks bright for dorm
Disney producer lan Bernard watches journalism junior Constance
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By Mark Sweeny
Residents of Joe West Hall will be able to study under
brighter lights since incandescent lights replaced fluorescent lights this semester. The fluorescent lights will increase useable light by 450 percent, according to Harold
Handley, plant administrator of Auxiliary Enterprises.
The lights should make the dormitories more energy
efficient.
Handley said the incandescent lights only had an
eight candle power delivery on desk tops while the fluorescent lights will have the power of 35 candles.
The six brick dormitories also will be installed with
fluorescent lights. The completion date of this project is
April 19.
The dorm project is a Pacific Gas and Electric Company energy-saving project, which is currently the biggest relighting project in the western United States, Handley said.
The cost of this project will be $56,000. The costs will
be shared between PG&E SJSU Auxiliary Enterprises,
said Bill Leonard, PG & E public information representa-
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Handley added that SJSU’s portion was from the dormitory reserve fund granted by the California State University Chancellor’s Office. To receive the money. Handley said that he wrote a proposal showing the viable
return of the project’s implementation.
Leonard said in West Hall, 570,000 kilowatts per hour
will be saved with this installation. He estimated that at
seven cents per kilowatt, $481,000 will be saved in costs
within the first year.
In the dormitories, Leonard said the annual energy
costs in the six brick dormitories is estimated at $18,800 or
209,000 kilowatts.
Factors such as an increase in energy costs and usage
amounts could affect this savings, he added.
This energy project is part of an on-going proposal for
PG & E to make commerical businesses and industries
more energy efficient.
Handley said that he prepared the application and P(.
& E representatives accepted the proposal.
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History Associates will
host an open lecture on the
democratic political process in "Colonial America," from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
today in DMH 226A. For
more information call Eric
Narveson at 244-2536.

The Society of Professional Journalists will have
a general meeting at 4:30
p.m. today in DBH 208. All
members should attend.

Ic

Phi Chi Theta, a women’s business fraternity,
will host a wine and cheese
featuring
reception
speaker Michelle Marley.
The reception will be held
from 5:30-7:30 p.m. on
Wedneday, Feb. 16 in BC
001.

65.
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applications from students
interested in being Orientation Leaders for this
summer’s orientation programs. Pick up applications and sign up for interviews in Student Programs
and Services, Old Cafeteria Building. Deadline for
applying is Feb. 25. For
more information call 2772187.

The Student Health Advisory Committee (SHAC)
is having a meeting at 7 tonight in HB 208. For information call 277-8741.
Women’s Center is
having an open house in
celebration of Susan B. Anthony’s birthday at 4:30
p.m. today at the Women’s
Center, Fifth and San Carlos streets. For information call Karen Hester at
277-2047.

CARP is having a
discussion
and
movie
about unificationism at
12:30 this afternoon in the
The Financial ManS.U. Almaden Room. For agement Association will
Inge
at
information call
have an organizational
292-3905.
meeting at 5 p.m. today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Student Organization
Services is now accepting

The SJSU Sierra Club

Office of Traffic and
Parking Operations is having a Transportation Fair
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. today
in front of the Student
Union.

"Overcomers’ ’
The
will show a movie about
the future of mankind at
7:30 tonight in the S.0
Loma Prieta Room. For information call Bill at 2792133.

A1ESEC is having a
general meeting at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 16 in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.

The Campus Ministry
is having a Bible study at
noon today in the S.U. Monta I vo Room.
California Public Interest Research Group is
having a general meeting
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesay,
Feb. 16 in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call Doug at 277-8562.
The SJSU Karate Club
is holding a self defense
class for men and women
at 8 tonight at the Sheppard
School, 480 Rough and
Ready Rd. For informatior
call 998-8226.

Speed
Reading
Lesson
Increase your reading speed up to
better

100% with
comprehension in one FREE introductory lesson from
Allstate Schools.
FREE LESSONS TODAY

is presenting a slide show
on
"Backpacking
and
Climbing in the Sierra," at
7:30 tonight in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

SAN JOSE ART
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STUDENT UNION

GUADALUPE RM. -- MON. FEB. 14 ONLY!
ALMADEN RM. -- TUES. FEB. 15 ONLY!
moo AM., 12:00 PM, 2:00 PM, 3:30 PM

(MAUI FOR TWOi
399
8 days
7 nights

$
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Per Person
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CUITER

San Jose CA 95118
raom 662.9906

Roundtrip Airfair San
Francisco -Kahului
non-stop

Delux room
at Luhaina
Transfers
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